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Former NHL Goalie Coach, Perry has personally coached Henrik Lundqvist, Kari
Lehtonen, Antero Niittymaki, Fredrik Norrena and Dylan Ferguson while assisting other
goalies such as Robin Lehner, Karri Ramo and Oscar Dansk not to mention many at Jr.
and College levels.
Perry has extensive background in training North American goaltenders but also
European goalies, having taught in Finland and Sweden from more than 33 years. On
the International stage, has personally worked with 12 different National Team
Goaltenders achieving 9 Olympic Medals. When combining the Men’s, Women’s and
the Jr’s he assisted students winning 29 World Championship Medals.
The success that Perry and Gold in the Net has had over the past 33 years can be
attributed to not only the dedication and commitment, but the ability to read and
anticipate how the game is evolving and changing. GITN has had NHL drafts in each of
the past 4 decades beginning in the late 80’s and most recently this past year with
Dylan Ferguson in 2017. Also, in 2017, the NCAA Championship team Denver has
student Tanner Jaillet who was also voted goalie of the year in college hockey.
In the mid 90’s the Finnish Ice Hockey Federation brought Perry into to lecture and
demonstrate new styles and techniques to all of the goalie coaches in the country.
Identifying the need to have superior goaltending to compete with other countries that
had a much larger player base was the first step in allowing them to compete and
elevate their hockey status.
Perry specializes in the design and development of a goaltending system based on a
goaltender’s unique physical abilities and attributes, along with the style they have
chosen to play. The evolving style of play in the NHL has forced many goalies to reevaluate their positioning and the way they approach their game. Many have not found
the way. Perry believes in his ability to evaluate their strengths and to build on these
strengths in designing the optimum system for them sets me apart from other goalie
coaches.

